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Abstract

In this paper, we show how we can learn to
select good words for a document title. We
view the problem of selecting good title words
for a document as a variant of an Information
Retrieval problem. Each title word is treated as
a “document” and selection of appropriate title
words as finding relevant “documents”. Based
on our training collection consisting of 40,000
document and title pairs, we learn the
“document” representations for all the title
words and apply these learned representations
to select appropriate title words over 10,000
test documents. Compared to other learning
approaches, namely K nearest neighbor
approach, a Naïve Bayesian approach and a
variant of a machine translation model, we
find that our approach is significantly better as
indicated by the F1 metric.

1. Introduction

To create a title for a document is to engage in a
complex task: One has to understand what the
document is about, one has to know what is
characteristic of this document with respect to other
documents, one has to know how a good title sounds to
catch attention and how to distill the essence of the
document into a title of just a few words. Title
generation is very desirable and useful because it
produces a compact representation of the original
document, which helps people to quickly understand
the important information contained in a document. For
research, title generation is a very difficult problem
from the viewpoint of machine learning and natural
language processing.

The first stage for solving the title generation problem
is to find title words that reflect the main content of the
document, which we call the title word selection
problem. Historically, the title generation task is

strongly connected to traditional text summarization
(Goldstein et al., 1999) and emphasizes the extractive
approach which selects words, sentences or paragraphs
from the document to provide a summary (Strzalkowski
& Wang & Wise, 1998; Salton et al., 1997; Mitra &
Singhal & Buckley, 1997). More recently, some
researchers have moved toward “learning approaches”
that take advantage of training data. Different from the
traditional text summarization approaches, such as the
extraction of key phrases (Eibe et al., 1999), which can
only extract the text units from the original documents
to compose the concise representation of the document,
these learning approaches can actually generate titles
with words not coming from the original documents.
By learning the correlation between title words and
document words from the document and title pairs in
the training corpus, we can apply the learned
association to the new unseen document and select the
title words with the highest scores. Thus, we are not
limited to select words only from the document.
Witbrock and Mittal (1999) have used a Naïve
Bayesian approach in learning the correction between
document words and title words. In their approach, they
ignore all document words that do not appear in the
title. Only document words that effectively reappear in
the title of a document are counted when they estimate
the probability of generating a title word wt given a
document word wd as: P(wt|wd) where wt = wd. While
the Witbrock/Mittal Naïve Bayesian approach is not in
principle limited to this constraint, the work of Jin and
Hauptmann (2000a; 2000b) showed that it is a very
useful restriction. By treating title generation as a
variant of the Machine Translation problem, Kennedy
and Hauptmann (2000) came up with the generative
approach using iterative Expectation-Maximization
algorithm. K nearest neighbor approach for selecting
title words has been tried and showed its outstanding
performance in (Jin & Hauptmann 2000a; Jin &
Hauptmann 2000b).

In this paper, we present a novel approach for selecting
good title words, which views the title word selection
problem as a variant of an Information Retrieval (IR)
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problem. The Information Retrieval problem is to find
out the relevant documents from the text collection
given a user query, while the title word selection
problem is to select the representative title words from
the title word vocabulary for a test document. By
mapping the concepts “title word” and “test document”
from the title word selection problem into the concepts
“document” and “user query” in IR problem
respectively, the title word selection problem becomes
essentially an IR problem, i.e. finding title words, now
equivalent to the documents in IR, similar to the test
document, equivalent to the user query in IR.

The essential difficulty with handling title word
selection problem as an IR is the representation of title
words. In the Information Retrieval problem, each
document is represented as a feature vector, which
consists of all the words from the document and usually
is weighted by some term (i.e. word) weighting scheme.
However, for all the title words in our title word
vocabulary, there is no more information for them
except their surface string. Thus, before we are going to
apply the Information Retrieval techniques to the title
word selection problem, we need to represent every title
word as a feature vector, which consists of document
words and their weights. In this paper, we present an
optimization algorithm for finding these representation
vectors for title words.

To assess the effectiveness of our approach, we
compare it with three other learning approaches that
have been used for title word selection task, namely
Naïve Bayesian approach with limited vocabulary, K
nearest neighbor approach, iterative Expectation-
Maximization method. All the approaches are described
in more detail in section 3.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In this section
we gave an introduction to the title word selection
problem. The explanation of our approach is presented
in Section 2. The details of the contrastive experiment
are presented in Section 3. The results and their analysis
are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses our
conclusions drawn from the experiment and suggests
possible improvements.

2. Information Retrieval Approach toward
Title Word Selection

In this section, we will first present our “Information
Retrieval” model for the title word selection problem in
Section 2.1. Section 2.3 describes how to obtain the
vector representation of title words. Section 2.4
summarizes the procedures in our model to select title
words.

2.1 “Information Retrieval” Model

In the previous section we have mentioned the
similarity between Information Retrieval and title word
selection, i.e. both look into their collections for objects
similar to the input ‘questions’. In the case of title word
selection, the input question is a “Test Document” and
the objects it searches for are title words. For the
Information Retrieval task, the input questions are user
queries and the desired objects are relevant documents.
Figure 1 gives the graphic representation of frameworks
for these two tasks. Shown in Figure 1, by simply
mapping “Test Document” and “Title Words” in the
task of selecting title words to “User Query” and
“Relevant Document” in Information Retrieval task, we
can treat the title word selection problem as an
Information Retrieval problem and apply all the
techniques developed in Information Retrieval, such as
tf.idf term weighting scheme (Salton & Buckley, 1988)
and pseudo-relevance feedback, to select good title
words.

As pointed out in the previous section, the difficulty in

applying Information Retrieval techniques to title words
selection problem lies in the representation of title
words, i.e. there is no convenient way to represent each
title word as a vector of document words. In the next
section, we will show an optimization method that is
able to learn the representation vector for title words.

2.2 Vector Representation of Title Words

To find out the optimum representation vectors for title
words, let’s assume that we have already obtained the
representation vectors for all the title words. If those
vectors are good for representing title words, by
applying our Information Retrieval model, we should
be able to generate title words similar to what human
subjects have created for all the documents in training
corpus, or more specifically, the difference between the
human assigned title words and machine-generated title
words over all the training documents will be
minimized. In the following we will give the
mathematical description of our method.

Let N be the number of documents in the training
collection,Nttww bbee tthhee nnuummbbeerr ooff ddiissttiinncctt nnoo--ssttoopp wwoorrddss
iinn tthhee ttii ttllee ooff tthhee ddooccuummeennttss iinn tthhee ttrraaiinniinngg ccooll lleeccttiioonn
aanndd Nddww bbee tthhee nnuummbbeerr ooff ddiissttiinncctt nnoo--ssttoopp wwoorrddss iinn tthhee
ddooccuummeennttss iinn tthhee ttrraaiinniinngg ccooll lleeccttiioonn..

I n f o r m a t i o n
R e t r i e v a l

U s e r
Q u e r y

R e l e v a n t
D o c u m e n t s

T i t l e W o r d s
S e l e c t i o n

T e s t
D o c u m e n t

T i t l e
W o r d s

Figure 1: The graphic representation of information retrieval
and title word selection, and the mapping between them.



Let D be a matrix withN rows andNddww columns. An
element ijd in D is the number of occurrences in the i-
th document of the j-th document word. Letid be the i-
th row vector in D (of length Nddww). The row vector

id characterizes the i-th document.

Let T be a matrix withN rows andNttww columns. An
element ijt in T is the number of occurrences in the title
of the i-th document of the j-th title word. Letit be the
i-th row vector in T (of length Nttww). The row vector

it characterizes the title of the i-th document.

In the standard Information Retrieval paradigm, a query
q is represented by a row vector of lengthNddww and a
documentd is represented by a row vector of length
Nddww. The numbers in these vectors represent the weights
of the corresponding words in the given query and
document. The strength of the match between the query
q and the documentd is given by the inner productqdT.
When we issue a query to a search engine, we get back
a list of documents with their similarity scores, where
the scores are the inner productsqd1

T, qd2
T, ..., qdN

T

between the given queryq and the documents in the
collection d1, d2, ..., dN. More concisely, we can
introduce a score vectors of length N and defines as
s=(qd1

T, qd2
T, ..., qdN

T), or s= qD T.

We wish to adapt this paradigm to assign title words to
documents. To do this, we need to represent every title
word by a row vector of lengthNddww, where the numbers
in this vector represent the strength of the connection
between each document word and the given title word.
We will introduce a matrixM for this purpose.

Let M be a matrix withNttww rows andNddww columns. An
element ijm in M is an estimate of the strength of the
connection between the i-th title word and the j-th
document word. Let im be the i-th row vector in M.
The row vector im is a vector of lengthNddww and
represents the i-th title word as a vector in document
word space. Later, we will show how to calculateM
from D andT.

Let dtest be the document vector (of lengthNddww) for a
document taken from the testing set. Our goal is to
select title words fordtest. We treat the documentdtest as
if it were a query vector in Information Retrieval, and
we produce a list of title words with their scores, where
the scores are the inner productsdtestm1

T, dtestm2
T, ...,

dtestmNtw
T between the given documentdtest (analogous

to q) and the title wordsm1, m2, ..., mNtw (analogous to
d1, d2, ..., dN). We take the K (in the following
experiments, K = 6) title words with the highest scores
as our chosen title words for the given documentdtest.
Similar to the treatment in Information Retrieval, we
simplify the score expression using matrix
multiplication. Let s be the score vector of lengthNttww

and s is defined ass=(dtestm1
T, dtestm2

T, ..., dtestmNtw
T),

or s=dtestM
T. The i-th element in the score vectors is

the score of the i-th title word for the test document
dtest.

Therefore, for any document i in the training collection,
the corresponding title word score vectorsi (of length
Nttww) can be written assi=diM

T. We measure the error in
the score vectorsi for the document i in the training
collection as the sum of the squares of the differences
between the author's title wordst i and the machine
generated title wordssi, i.e.
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where the || ||2 represents the Euclidean vector length,
i.e. the sum of the squares of all the numbers in the
vector.

We are trying to minimize the difference between the
matrix T (N rows andNttww columns) of authors' titles
and the matrixDM T (N by Nddww times Nddww by Nttww) of
mechanically assigned titles. In principle, it is possible
to optimize M to minimize the error functionerr, using
the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). However,
for large Nttww , Nddww andN, it will be very expensive to
find the matrix M that minimizes the error function in
Equation (1), even with Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) package for sparse matrices (Press, 1993). To
avoid the computational complexity, we will compute
matrix M as follows.

First, we can expand the error function in Equation (1)
as following:
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In the above equation, we can see that the first term,
i.e.� =

N
i ii

T

1 tt , is a constant. Thus, it can be ignored. The
second term,� =

N
i ii

T

1 ss is a quadratic term and the last
term �− =

N
i ii

T

12 st is a linear term. Therefore, most of
the computation complexity is introduced by the second
term. To make the computation simple and tractable,
we can approximate the error function by throwing out
the quadratic term and only keeping the linear term.
Then, the approximated error function, namederr’ is
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The intuition behind this approximation is
straightforward: The term� =

N
i ii

T

12 st measures the
similarity between the human assigned titlesit and
machine-generated titlesis . Minimizing the difference



between the human assigned title wordsit and the
machine created title words is will approximately
equal to maximizing the similarity between them.
Therefore, to minimize the true error function in
Equation (1), we can actually maximize the similarity
function� =

N
i ii

T

12 st , or minimize its negative, i.e.
�− =

N
i ii

T

12 st , which is exactly the approximated error
function in Equation (3).

However, there is one problem with minimizing the
approximated error functionerr’ . Since the error
functionerr’ is linearly dependant on the matrixM and
there is no constraint on the matrixM, the error
function err’ will have no lower bound. To avoid the
case that the error functionerr’ goes to negative
infinity, we can enforce the Euclidean length of title
word representation vectormi to be 1, i.e.
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The optimum solutionM, which minimizes the error
functionerr’ in Equation (3) and also satisfies the set of
constraints in Equation (4), can be found using the
method of undetermined Lagrangian multiplier
(Hildebrand, 1952). For all values ofmij , we set to 0 the
partial derivatives with respect to
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The result is
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The constantsλj is determined by the Equation (4), i.e.
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2.3 Procedures to Select Title Words

In this section, first we will summarize the steps on
how to learn the representation vectors from the
training corpus for all the title words, and then describe
the steps on how to select good title words for a new
document using the learned title word representation
vectors.

To obtain the representation vectors for title words, we
need to do the following:

•= Build the document vector id and title vector it
for every document and title pair in the training
corpus. The j-th element of the vectorid , i.e. ijd ,
will be the number of occurrence of the j-th
document word in the i-th document. The j-th
element of the vector it , i.e. ijt , is the number of

occurrence of the j-th title word in the i-th title
divided by the title length.

•= Compute the elements in matrixM by

�=
=
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kjkiij
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' dtm

•= Finally, according to Equation (4) normalizemij ’ as
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To apply our “Information Retrieval” model to the title
word selection task, we will

•= Weight the title word representation vectorsmi.
Since we treat each “title word” as the “document”
in the Information Retrieval problem, we can view
the whole set of representation vectors for the title
words as “document collection” in Information
Retrieval. Thus, the standard term weighting
scheme, used in the field of Information Retrieval,
can be applied directly to weight the title word
representation vectors. In our experiment, we use
“ATC” term weighting scheme (Salton & Buckley,
1988) within the “SMART” system (Salton, 1971).

•= Use standard Information Retrieval system,
“SMART” in our experiment, to compute the
similarity between the test document and the
representation vector for each title word and
retrieve the top K (K is 6 in our experiment) close
title words as selected title words.

3. The Contrastive Experiment

In this section we describe the experimental setup. Our
contrastive experiment is designed to evaluate the
effectiveness of our learning approach compared with
other learning approaches. Section 3.1 describes the
data used for training and testing. Section 3.2 discusses
the evaluation method. Section 3.3 gives a detailed
description of all the methods, which were compared.

3.1 Data Description

The experimental dataset comes from a CD of 1997
broadcast news transcriptions published by Primary
Source Media(1997). There were a total of 50,000
documents and corresponding titles in the dataset. The
training dataset was formed by randomly picking four
documents-title pairs from every five pairs in the
original dataset. Thus, the size of training corpus was
40,000 documents with corresponding titles. The test
collection consisted of 1000 documents randomly
selected from the remaining 10,000 documents not used
for training. By separating training data and test data in



this way, we ensure strong overlap in topic content
between training dataset and test dataset, which gives
the learning algorithms a chance to play a significant
role in the headline generation.

3.2 Evaluation Method

In this paper, we measure the quality of selected title
words by comparing the human assigned title words
with what machine has generated. More specifically,
we use the F1 metric (Rjiesbergen, 1979). For a set of
automatically generated title words Tauto, F1 is
measured against the correspondent set of title words
assigned by human subjects Thumanas follows,

recallprecision
recallprecision2

F1
+

××=

Here, precision and recall is measured as the number of
identical words in Tauto and Thumanover the number of
words in Tauto and the number of words in Thuman

respectively. Precision shows, in the title generated by
computer, the percentage of words being “correct”, i.e.
words are also chosen by human subjects. Meanwhile
recall gives the percentage of “correct” words that
computer has selected, among the title assigned by
human subjects.

To make all approaches comparable (except KNN),
only 6 title words were generated by each method,
which was the average number of title words in the
training corpus. The KNN method always uses the
title of the document in the training corpus most
similar to the test document as the title for the test
document and the restriction of six words does not
apply to titles generated byKNN. Since we wanted
to emphasize content word accuracy, stop words
were removed throughout the training and testing
documents and titles.

3.3 Description of Learning Approaches to
Compare

As we mentioned in the introduction, we compared our
approach with other three learning approaches for title
word selection. They were:

•= Naïve Bayesian approach with limited
vocabulary (NBL). Essentially, this algorithm
duplicates the work by Witbrock and Mittal (1999),
which tries to capture the correlation between the
words in the document and the words in the title. It
defines the conditional probability between the title
word tw and the document worddw, i.e. P(tw|dw)
as:

where document)( ∈dwC is the number of
documents with the worddw in the document text
and document)title^( ∈∈ dwtwC is the number of
documents with the document worddw in the
document text and the title wordtw in the title.

To generate title words, we merely apply the
statistics P(tw|dw) to the test documentD and
compute the scoreP(tw|D) for every title wordtw
as

�=
∈Ddw

dwtwPDdwCDtwP )|(),()|(

Here, C(dw,D) is the number of occurrence of
document worddw in the documentD. The title
words with highest score will be selected as title
words for the documentD.

•= K nearest neighbor approach (KNN). This
algorithm is similar to the KNN algorithm applied
to topic classification in (Yang & Chute, 1994). It
treats the titles in the training corpus as a set of
fixed labels. For each new document, instead of
creating a new title, it tries to find an appropriate
“label”, which is equivalent to searching the
training document set for the closest related
document. This training document title is then used
for the new document. In our experiment, we use
“SMART” system (Salton, 1971) to index our
training documents and test documents with the
term weighting scheme “ATC” (Salton & Buckley,
1988). The similarity between documents is
defined as the dot product between document
vectors. The training document closest to the test
document is found by computing the similarity
between the test document and each training
document.

•= Iterative Expectation-Maximization approach
(EM). This algorithm reproduces the work by
Kennedy and Hauptmann (2000), which treats title
generation as a translation problem. This method
views a document as written in a ‘verbose’
language and its corresponding title as written in a
‘concise’ language. The approach builds a
statistical translation model (Brown et al., 1990)
between the ‘verbose’ and the ‘concise’ languages
based on the documents and their titles in the
training corpus. According to the statistical
machine translation model (Brown et al., 1990), the
conditional probabilityP(tw|dw) can be computed
as follows:

whereC(dw,D) is the occurrence of the document
word dw in the documentD andC(tw, T(D)) is the
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occurrence of the title wordtw in the title of the
documentD. The normalization constantdwλ can
be computed using the constraint that the sum of
the conditional probabilitiesP(tw|dw) over all
possible title wordstw equals to 1, i.e.

� =
tw

dwtwP 1)|(

To generate a set of title words for a given
documentD, P(tw|D), i.e. the score for every title
word tw, is computed as:

�=
∈Ddw

DdwCdwtwPDtwP ),()|()|(

The title words with highest score will be selected
as the chosen title word for the documentD.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section, we will present our experimental results
and their analysis. The experimental results are
presented in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 gives discussion
over the results.

4.1 Experimental Results

The F1 results for our “Information Retrieval” model
(IR) and three learning methods for comparison,
namely Naïve Bayesian approach with limited
vocabulary (NBL), K nearest neighbor approach (KNN)
and iterative Expectation-Maximization approach
(EM), are shown in Figure 2. In terms of the F1 metric,
our “Information Retrieval” model performs best, with
F1 = 0.226. Naïve Bayesian approach with limited

vocabulary and K nearest neighbor approach rank as
second group, with F1 as 0.201 and 0.198 respectively.
Iterative Expectation-Maximization approach performs
worst, with F1 as 0.157.

We also conducted significance tests comparing our
method with the other three methods over the F1 scores.
We use an F-test (Myers, 1972), the F-test values for
our method compared with Naïve Bayesian approach
(NBL), K nearest neighbor approach (KNN) and
iterative Expectation-Maximization approach (EM) are
66.7, 72.96 and 78.28 respectively. All of them exceeds
the required F-test values for p = 0.001, i.e. 10.83. In
other words, the statistical test shows the probability
that our method is better is greater than 99.9%. Thus,
we can conclude that our method is significantly better
than all three other learning approaches.

4.2 Analysis and Discussion

We think the outstanding performance of our
“Information Retrieval” model for title word selection
can be attributed to two factors:

•= Optimized representation vectors for title
words. As discussed in the section 2.2, the
representation vectors for title words, learned from
the training corpus, minimized the difference
between human assigned titles and machine-
generated titles over all the training examples.
Even though the set of title word representation
vectors didn’t actually optimize the true error
function in Equation (1), they do minimize the
error function in Equation (3). Thus, they correctly
reflect the connection between title words and
document words, which is crucial to title word
selection. Furthermore, as we have mentioned
before in Section 3.1, the training corpus has strong
overlap in content with the test collection. This fact
suggests that the title word representation vectors
optimized for the training corpus will also be
optimum for the testing collection. Without this
condition, title words can have very different
meaning between the testing collection and the
training collection. In that case, the title word
representation vectors learned from the training
corpus will not be appropriate title word
representation vectors for the test collection and
this method will fail to find good title words for
documents in the testing set.

•= Taking advantage of Information Retrieval. Our
approach toward selecting good title words for
documents is to map the title word selection
problem to an Information Retrieval problem. After
building the representation vectors for title words,
the Information Retrieval system will take care of
the rest. Good term weighting schemes, such as
TF.IDF (Salton & Buckley, 1988; Sparck-Jones &

0.00%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

25.00%

IR NBL KNN EM
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1

Fig. 2: Comparison of four Title Word Selection
Approaches, namely “information retrieval” model (IR),
Naïve Bayesian approach with limited vocabulary (NBL),
K nearest neighbor approach (KNN) and iterative
Expectation-Maximization approach, on a held-out test
corpus of 10000 documents using the F1 score.



Willett, 1997) and their variants, are carefully
crafted to take into count the factors of the word
frequency within the document (i.e. TF), the word
frequency within the collection (i.e DF) and the
document length (i.e. normalization factor). They
have shown significant advantages in TREC
conferences (Roberson & Walker,1999).

Our algorithm benefits from the term weighting
schemes of Information Retrieval in two ways:
first, the TF.IDF term weights usually reflect the
importance of a term related to a document. In our
algorithm, the title words are represented as vectors
of document words. By using the TF.IDF term
weights to weight the document words in the
representation vector, we promote the connection
between the important document content words
and the title words, and de-emphasize the
connection of the trivial document words with the
title words. Secondly, in Information Retrieval, the
normalization factor in term weighting scheme
avoid the takeover of the long documents. In our
algorithm, this normalization factor helps us
overcome some noise introduced by the common
title words. According to our algorithm, most of
the numbers in the representation vectors for the
common title words will be nonzero because the
common title words co-occur with most of the
document words. Thus, the common title words are
similar to the “long documents” in Information
Retrieval. Without the normalization factor, these
common title words will always be chosen because
their representation vectors usually have very large
overlap with the test document vector. With the
help of the normalization factor, the numbers in the
representation vectors for the common title words
will be scaled down very much and the chance of
the common title words get selected will decrease
dramatically.

Therefore, even though the representation vectors
for those common title words have large overlap
with the test document in vocabulary, they still
may get low score.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a novel approach toward title
word selection, i.e. viewing title word selection as a
variant of Information Retrieval. To find out a good
representation vector for title words, we proposed an
optimization approach, i.e. minimizing the difference
between human assigned titles and machine-generated
titles over the training examples. To avoid the
computational complexity, we simplified the error
function and found analytic solutions. We tested our
approach over 10,000 documents and compared with
three learning approaches. Experimental results show

that our approach out-performs the three other learning
approaches. We believe that the success of our
approach is due to two reasons, i.e. finding optimized
representation vectors for title words and taking
advantage of Information Retrieval system, particularly
the term weighting scheme of Information Retrieval
system.

From the viewpoint of text categorization, our
algorithm for the title word selection can be actually
viewed as a special method of text categorization: each
title word is treated as an individual class category.
Then, computing the representation vectors for each
title word in our algorithm corresponds to finding the
representation for each class category in the text
categorization. The procedure of selecting title words
for documents corresponds to the task of assigning the
correct class labels to the documents. Therefore, all the
text categorization techniques can be applied to the
problem of title word selection. In the future, we need
to investigate the effectiveness of the other text
categorization techniques, such as Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree (DT), in selecting
good title words for documents.
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